Quixotic Quest Challenge List

CHALLENGE
NUMBER
1

2

CHALLENGE NAME AND DESCRIPTION
Show ‘Em If You Got ‘Em: Do you have personally autographed photos of
any Star Trek actors (any series or movie)? If so, pull them out, arrange into
a collage, and snap a picture (or several pictures if needed).
Q ‘n A: Reach out to one of your fellow Questers (check out the group
member list on the Quest Face Book page if needed) to play a game of 20
Questions via a Face Book Video Chat. Document their answers to the
following questions and create a virtual group selfie of the two of you. (Don’t
forget to tell us who you phoned.)
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1) What drew you to Sci-Fi fandom?

11) If you could ask the Q to take you
any place or any time within the Star
Trek Universe, where would you go?
2) Why did you join StarFleet?
12) Coke or Pepsi?
3) How many years have you been a 13) What’s your secret talent?
member of the Fleet?
4) Have you ever been a member of 14) How old were you when you
any Fleet chapters other than the attend your first convention?
USS Avenger?
5) Is it Trekker or Trekkie?
15) What was the last convention
you attended?
6) Which is your favorite Trek series 16) How far have you traveled to
or movie?
attend a convention?
7) Which Trek alien race should you 17) What was the last TV series that
have been born into?
you binged?
8) What Science Fiction book would 18) What Trek universe technology
you most recommend as a must (instruments, tools, or whatever) do
read?
you wish we had today?
9) Are there any Sci-Fi costumes 19) Come up with your own
hanging in your closet?
question.
10) You have a secret crush on which 20) Come up with your own
Star Trek character?
question.
3
4

It’s Pure Poetry: Write a Haiku about the plot of Star Trek IV: The Voyage
Home.
All Dressed Up with No Place to Go: What do you get when you combine
old-fashioned cosplay with your favorite furry or feathery friends? Well in
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the Continuum, it’s called pawsplay. Take a picture of your baby dressed in
their preferred Sci-Fi pawsplay outfit.
It’s Five O’clock Somewhere: Guinan wants to serve some new libations for
the Avenger’s Anniversary party. So, you whip up a delicious new concoction
for her to try. Provide a picture of your potable and document the recipe.
(Q-Tip: The beverage does not have to be alcoholic in nature.)
My Precious!: Pull out the most beloved item from your Star Trek collection.
Take a photo of it along a brief explanation on why it’s so precious to you.
Man’s Best Friends: Many Star Trek characters have been portrayed as
having a pet. Make a collage, showing as many characters as possible with
their best friend. (Q-Tip: Make sure you label the pictures.) Send in an
image of your work.
In the Eye of the Beholder: Can you make a piece of art out of candy? Take
a favored scene from Star Trek: Lower Decks to re-create as a mosaic made
entirely of Skittles and/or M&M’s candies. The artwork should depict at
least one Lower Decks character. Show off your edible work of art by
snapping a photo of yourself, holding an example of the original artwork next
to your masterpiece.
Masking with Pride: Take a face mask (either homemade or purchased) and
decorate it with a Star Trek or USS Avenger theme. Use fabric paint, glitter,
or any other materials you desire. Afterwards, take a photo of you wearing
your swanky new mask out to a store.
Fun with Foods: Have you ever wanted to create art and eat it, too? Well,
look no further than your very own fridge. Use various items in or mixed
together from your fridge to create a replica of Soji’s toy Squoodgy as a piece
of edible art. Take a picture of your work to share with your favorite Q-chef.
Booze, Klingons, and Song, Oh My!: Time to toast the USS Avenger’s
anniversary with a good ol’ Klingon drinking song. However, it’s not good to
drink alone; so, reach out to one or two of your fellow Questers that you
don’t normally see much of and video yourselves singing the glories of the
Avenger. (Q-Tip: there’s a few Klingon drinking songs out there on the
internet, but you could always write your own if you feel the blood of
Kahless stirring in your veins.)
You Must Have Been A Beautiful Baby: Find one of your baby pictures and
create a selfie with it to show us a “Then and Now” image. (Q-Tip: If you
can’t find an actual baby picture, it can be a picture as young as possible.)
Many Faces of Spock: Throughout time in the Star Trek universe, many
different actors have portrayed and/or voiced the iconic role of everyone’s
favorite Vulcan. Create a timeline of all of the actors that can claim the role
of “Spock” on their resumes. Also include the name of series and/or
movie(s) they were in with the year(s) of the role. Round out the timeline
with pictures of the actors. (Q-Tip: The pictures can be in or out of
character.)
Such a Q-T!: Have you meant my brother, Q? He is the quintessential quirky
Q. Yes, Q is sometimes querulous and quarrelsome. However, he’s usually
just quizzical and quick. To burn off steam, he loves to toy with Humans.
Believe me, the rest of the Q are truly delighted whenever that happens
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because, frankly, he’s not bothering us. Can you Create a document of
pictures with my brother Q doing the following things in the Human realm?:
1) Riding a horse
2) Wearing sandals
3) Soaking in a bathtub
4) Looking at a book
5) Holding flowers
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6) Cuddling a baby
7) Wearing an earring
8) Styling with facial hair
9) Holding a decanter
10) Holding a cross

Honey, I’ve Shrunk Your Quarters: Are you a neat freak, closet hoarder, or
something in between? Madam Q has played a joke on you and has shrunk
your USS Avenger crew quarters down to roughly the size of a shoe box.
Take a small box and build a diorama of your quarters within. Use any
materials you like to showcase your personal style. Take a picture or two to
show what has happened.
Moments with Muppets: Over time, some Trek actors have shared the
camera with Muppets. Find pictures of different actors interacting with
those lovable puppets and scrapbook them into a fun little document worthy
of those zany Muppets. (Q-Tip: Try to find at least five different actors.)
Who’s Your Daddy?: Through the many series and movies of Star Trek, we
have not only gotten to know the regular characters, but, in many cases, we
have also meant their progeny. Find pictures of at least fifteen Trek
characters, then match them up with pictures of their children. Put them all
together into a document. (Q-Tip: The children can be biological, adopted,
or created. Anything goes as long as they are considered that character’s
“child”. They can be from the actual timeline, dreams, alternate timelines,
or altered states of reality.)
Vacation, Time to Get Away: You and a friend have won an all-inclusive
week on Risa. So, just what are the most stylish Intergalactic travelers
wearing this season? Reach out to one of your fellow Questers to design
matching travel ensembles for the trip. Take a few snapshots, then
Photoshop yourselves together into a Risian backdrop. (Q-Tip: Don’t forget
to include Horga’hn or two in the picture.)
Wanted Dead or Alive: Captain Sarah Rosenzweig of the USS Avenger is a
fugitive of the Klingon Empire. She had been sentenced to 500 years of hard
labor in the dilithium mines on Rura Penthe. Somehow, she vanished
without a trace and the Klingons are so mad that they’re spitting flaming targ
bones. You receive a coded transmission from Qo’noS, which turned out to
be a Wanted Poster for the captain. Surprisingly, it is similar to the ones
seen on Old Earth during the era known as the Wild, Wild West. Create a
Klingon-style, old-timey Wanted Poster for Sarah with all of the bells and
whistles on it. (Q-Tip: Make sure to include all of her many, many trumpedup charges and the amount of darseks that have been placed on her head.)
Let’s Make It Spicy!: After reading reports on the loss of USS Discovery, your
dreams have been plagued with images of a bizarre Red Angel. Using only
spices found in your kitchen as a medium, create your vision of the Red
Angel. Snap a picture of your zesty confection to share with posterity.
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It’s You Federation, Welcome! Show your pride in the United Federation of
Planets by creating a collage of all species that have full membership in the
Federation. Find a way to designate Founding Members and Council
Members from regular members. (Q-Tip: Any member planets/species that
do not have recorded names can be skipped.) Take as many pictures as
needed to show off your work.
Book Report Time: Remember when you were a kid and the teacher
assigned you to write a book report? Well, here we go again, but this time
you need to create a video book report (less than a minute long) of your alltime favorite book. (Q-Tip: It doesn’t have to be part of the Star Trek
universe.) Record yourself giving us a quick synopsis and explain why you
can read it over and over. Why should we add it to our reading list?
Space Shanty: Some people like to whistle while they work. Others, though,
prefer to sing. Ancient Mariners would come up with little ditties known as
Sea Shanties. Not to be out-done, Spacemen have long sung their own little
work songs, affectionally known as Space Shanties. Come up with your own
jaunty little Space Shanty that has a Star Trek or USS Avenger theme and
perform it in a short, creative video. Be sure to submit both the video and
lyrics. (Q-Tip: You may want to contact a fellow Quester or two to work on
this together. After all, the more the merrier.)
Life Can Be Black and White: Pull out your favorite black and white face
paints because it’s time to get your Cheron on. Take a selfie of yourself as a
well- dressed Cheron to help prove that life is not fifty shades of grey.
Just Role with It: Actors flit from one role to another like a Phoenix reborn
from the ashes. Some have had the opportunity to portray vary different
characters in the Star Trek franchise. Uncover at least ten actors and match
them to the Trek roles that have played. Slap them all together in a
document for submission, labeling each with the actor or character name.
(Q-Tip: Include a picture of the actor along with pictures of them in costume.
Remember, some actors have been recycled more than others.)
Games That People Play: Down time is important for the well-being of every
brave Starfleet officer. The Rec Rooms are always full of officers leisurely
playing games of chance or strategy. Monitors televise anything from Parries
Squares to Water polo. Holodecks can be used for research, training, or a
little fantasy. When it comes to fun, they’ve got it, but can you find it?
Scour the internet for at least fifteen examples of recreational activities
found in the Trek universe. Plunk them altogether into a document for
submission.
I Re-write the Songs: Take the tune of the “Alphabet Song” and re-write the
lyrics. Swap out each letter of the Alphabet for the name of a Star Trek
character whose name starts with that letter. Create a short video of
yourself preforming your new hit song and provide a document of the lyrics.
They Grow Up So Fast: On Voyager, Seven of Nine “adopts” four little Borg
children and becomes their teacher for a time. What were the Borg kid
names and the names of the young actors? Also, try to find with pictures of
them in character as Borg children and now as the adults they’ve become.
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Blowing It Up: You’ve gotta have some balloons at a party, right? Show the
Avenger some anniversary love by creating the club’s symbol as balloon art.
Don’t forget to take a picture to share with the crew.
Captain, My Captain: Madam Q has manipulated reality, space, and time.
You come out of a thick mental fog to find yourself in the Captain’s chair of
the USS Avenger with the ship in Red Alert and all eyes turned to you. You
quickly realize that your crew is in a fight for their lives against a previously
unknown and malevolent species that designate themselves as the Borg.
Write an emergency Captain’s Log entry, detailing to StarFleet your
gruesome First Contact. Explain the efforts required to keep Avenger’s crew
from being assimilated as the ship limps back to the closest Starbase for
repairs.
Concierge Confusion: You awake from a stupor with your head throbbing
like you’ve had a few too many Samarian Sunsets. Slowly, you register the
feeling of hot breath on your neck and your name being growled way too
close to your ear. Squinting through blurred vision, you recognize that
you’re sitting behind a desk. The biggest, bluest Bolian that you have ever
seen is glowering at you and demanding to know if you have completed the
Stardust City brochure yet. Glancing around, your befuddled mind pieces
together that you are in an office with the name on the door, reading: “QTinuum Holiday and Travel Agency”. There also appears to be a motto:
“Charting the Unimagined Possibilities of Existence by Expanding Your
Horizons and Titillating Your Mind”. Somehow, Madam Q has snatched you
from your USS Avenger duty station and deposited you here…wherever and
whenever “here” happens to be. You tell him that you’ll get right on it.
Create a one-page travel flier, exalting all of the exhilarating activities and
the wondrous sights to be experienced in the colorful establishments on
FreeCloud. (Q-Tip: Don’t forget to plug the unrivalled luxuries that can be
found at the Q-Yatt Stardust Fantasy Resort, Casino, Spa, and Holosuites,
conveniently located in the very heart of Stardust City.)
Wish Upon a Q: Madam Q has decided to show you how benevolent she
truly can be…deep down inside. She offers you one adventure of a lifetime.
You can choose to go anywhere and, in any time, as long as it’s in the in the
known universe. While there, you can visit with anyone one or do anything
you want. However, the catch…and there’s always a catch…is that can’t use
words to communicate your desired destination. You have to show Madam
Q in pictures. After all, a picture is worth a thousand words, right? Create a
scrapbook page to show Madam Q details of where you would go, what
would you do there, who you would see, where would you stay, what would
you eat, and who would you take with you. Remember, the universe is your
playground and time is irrelevant. Just think…you could Party Like It’s 1999
actually in 1999. Vacation…it’s time to get away.
Help Neelix: Neelix needs some new recipes to cook for his crew. So, he’s
creating an Intergalactic Cook-Off Contest and you’re planning to enter. Pick
your all-time favorite recipe. Don your wildest, Neelix-istic Chef’s hat and
apron. Record a wacky, creative demo of yourself creating the dish. Explain
why your dish should be the contest winner. Submit your video entry with a
copy of the recipe.
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Just a Neuron Off the Old Positronic Cortex: Show off your inner
genealogist by creating a family tree for Commander Data. (Q-Tip: Be as
detailed as possible and include pictures of the lovely family members.)
The Better to Communicate with You, My Dear: Madam Q is totally
annoyed with Commander Tucker…and you NEVER want to be on the bad
side of an omnipotent being! During a dinner with Madam Q; Captain
Archer; and himself, Trip constantly fiddled with his communicator, enraging
the Q with his inattention. The next morning, he found the device on his
bed, but it had been enlarged to the size of a bread box. Re-create Trip’s
newly augmented communicator, using as many recycled materials as
possible. Take a photo or two to show what the gigantic device would look
like in your hands. (Q-Tip: the more details, be the better.)
Time to Play Favorites: Dress up like your favorite Avenger - comic, literary,
or real life. Take a selfie to show us your new look. (Q-Tip: Don’t forget to
indicate who you are trying to mimic.)
How Cheesy Can This Be?: If the moon is made of cheese, a could a ship be
built from cheese as well? Using cheese as a medium, make a 3-D model of
a ship called Enterprise. The model should be at least ten inches in length.
The type of cheese is totally up to you. Some other materials can be used for
underlying support as long as they’re not visible. Remember to snap a shot
or two to show off your shipbuilding endeavors. (Q-Tip: the ship doesn’t
actually have to be one designed for space travel.)
Art is in the Eye of the Beholder: Captain Jonathan Archer has some very
handsome pencil art on the wall of his Ready Room on the Enterprise.
Download the pictures from the internet. Make an exhibit of the artworks,
making sure to label each with the name of item in the picture. Include
somewhere the name of the original artist.
The Answer is Blowing in the Solar Wind: Create two Star-Jellies (aka
Farpoint Entities aka Skymounts) as mobiles in their jellyfish-ish forms. You
can you use any materials you like, but the mobiles should end up being at
least two feet tall. Hang them somewhere in your quarters where the air
currents might catch their tentacles and cause them to sway. By the way,
your Jellies are in deep, everlasting love; so, entwine at least one set of their
tentacles together. Snap a photo of the beloveds.
The Mystical, Magical Obelisk: A strange obelisk appears on a table in your
Avenger quarters. Slowly, a green glow starts to originate from it, projecting
ancient Vulcan text onto the ceiling. You pick up the stone monolith to more
closely examine the writing on its sides. Could this be Surak’s mythical
Kir’Shara and, if so, how did it suddenly appear here? You inadvertently
touch a couple of its symbols. The green glow turns to red. An electrical
shock wave surges from the artifact through your body, causing you slip into
unconsciousness. You awake a short time later on the floor with the obelisk
at your side. It appears undamaged, except its structure is no longer the
same. Instead, it appears to be made of some congealed, meaty substance
once known as Spam. You feel your next promotion slip away as you realize
that the Vulcan High Command will not be amused with this new Spam-o-
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lisk. Carve this Spam’Shara from that congealed meaty substance. Take a
picture of your Spam-o-licious artifact for posterity.
Karaoke Time: Everyone loves karaoke, right? Reach out to one of the other
Questers and ask if they would like to karaoke with you. Meet up on Zoom,
Facebook Video Chat, or some other type platform. Video the two of you
singing “Where My Heart Will Take Me”, the original theme of Enterprise.
(Q-Tip: The song was written by Diane Warren and performed by Russell
Watson.)
Say It with A Q-Mark: Of course, it’s the USS Avenger’s 36th Anniversary and
the Q Continuum’s Q-Mark Cards has created a very unique line of greeting
cards for the blessed event. Design a very special anniversary card for your
fellow Avenger crewmates. Be as creative and poetic as you wish. The card
could be created with any medium from crayons on paper to some fancy
schmancy card program on a computer. The card must have a front, back,
and inside. Once complete, take some pictures of the card for Quest
submission. However, mail the actual card to Captain Sarah and ask her to
share your anniversary greetings with the crew at the next meeting. (Q-Tip:
Make sure to proudly display the authentic Q-Mark Cards logo on the back of
the card.)
Scare Away the Crones: You don’t need unwanted visitors, especially during
the pandemic. So, shoo them away with your very own Klingon scarecrow.
Make a life-sized Klingon scarecrow, all decked out in his/her finest battle
armor. Place it on your front porch, front doorstep, etc. to protect your
quarters. Capture a picture or two of your new sentinel, scaring an old crone
from your place.
The Best-Laid Plans..: What could be sweeter than a romantic breakfast in
bed for you and your Imzadi? You’ve spent a week mulling over the idea.
Just what would be the perfect delectables to serve? Should there be orange
juice, iced Raktajinos, or Plomeek Tea to drink? Would it be too much to
include a Fredalia Flower? On that special morning, you sneak out to the
Food Replicator, call up your order and…presto…all of edibles turn out
smelling marvelous. However, there’s just one glaring problem…. They’re
fraught with every color of the rainbow in what could only be called a classic
Tie-dye. You quickly throw the food away and try several more times. Each
time, the food turns out the same. Is the Food Replicator acting up or is it
Madam Q playing games? Sadly, you decide just to go with it. Create your
wonderfully colorful breakfast and take a photo to show the crew.
To Mural or not to Mural: Now is the time to be creative and help save the
environment all at once. Using junk mail and other recycled materials,
design a Star Trek or USS Avenger themed mural for a door in your domicile.
Take a picture to show off your masterpiece.
It’s a Nice Day for a Trek Wedding: When it comes to Trek characters tying
the knot, their weddings are always out of this world. Some are quiet, little
ceremonies. Others are big, raucous affairs. All are definitely memorable.
Search for pictures of at least eight happy couples saying their “I do’s” and
scrapbook them into a beautiful little wedding album.
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Back to the ‘60’s: Madam Q has decided that the stuffy old Monster
Maroons uniforms are just plain ‘ol boring! So, she has decided to add some
color to your wardrobe by switching everything out for fashion from the
‘60’s. We’re not talking the 2360’s either, but the 1960’s Earth Flower Child
area. Slip into your most stylish hippie look and snap a picture of how you
appeared arriving for your next duty shift.
Don’t Go Breaking My Horta: Maybe you can take a moment to review the
Horta culture as you create your very own toy Horta. The toy should be at
least ten inches long and made of as many recycled materials as possible.
The kicker here is that you must make a video of it moving under its own
power. (Q-Tip: This means no pushing it with hands, feet, or nose. No
pulling it along by a thread. Definitely, no spells of wizardry or Elven magic.)
It’s Literally a Piece of Cake: Go into your domicile’s kitchen and whip up a
cake of any flavor of your choosing. Decorate it to celebrate the USS
Avenger’s 36th Anniversary. Include the ship’s logo as part of the design.
Take a picture of your beautiful creation. Remember, the use of Food
Replicators is strictly forbidden.
You’re Throwing A Party: The USS Avenger’s 36th Anniversary is upon us and
it is time to party. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we’re having “socially
distance parties”. Decorate any room of your quarters to celebrate. You
must include some type of sign or banner that says: “Happy 36th Anniversary,
USS Avenger”. Take a photo of your perfect party pad.
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